
 

 

It’s our final day of the Challenge, and you made it! 

 

 

I want to take a moment to tell you how grateful I am that you’ve 

participated in this program, and have stayed the course 

throughout our journey together. 

 

 

Here’s a quick recap:  
 

You did a makeover of your money story, chose a symbol that 

represents the freedom, abundance, love…you believe money will 

give you, found evidence of all the ways money is showing up in 

your life, and became a money magnet! 

 

 

And today’s task is easy! I have a 2-minute process for you to do 

and the Manifest Mini Money Miracles master class training 

for you to watch.  

 

 

But before that, I’d like to share a fun 2-minute process that will 

help to create mental images in your subconscious mind and help 

 



you focus on receiving the money and abundance you 

desire. 

 

 

This is the process of visualization. It’s similar to daydreaming.  

 

 

Do you remember being a kid sitting in the classroom, resting 

your chin in your little hand and gazing out the window? Perhaps 

you were lost in thoughts of all the things you wanted to do as 

soon as school was over. You could easily see yourself riding your 

bike, playing tag, getting rainbow lemon ice from the ice cream 

truck that drives down your street after school. In fact you can 

hear the fun tune that blared out from the truck as it drove by 

your house. Nothing interrupted your daydream- no thoughts of 

worry or doubt, no responsibilities. Nothing except hearing the 

teacher’s voice call your name. That’s when the smile left your 

face as you scrambled to think what the question might have 

been…You knew how to focus on what you wanted. The world was 

your oyster and you believed you could have anything!  

 

 

Reconnect to that inner child who knew how to daydream. 

Visualize what you want as if it’s already happening so that 

you get into the space of allowing. When you allow, you will 

receive! 

 

 

We all know how to ASK, but we don’t always ALLOW what we 

want to flow our way. 

 

 

 



Oftentimes, we say we want something, but spend more of our 

time and energy FEELING the absence of what we want. 

And sometimes we even doubt we’ll receive it and we get too 

attached to how it’s going to happen and when it’s going to 

happen. We also get stuck on what it’s supposed to look like. 

 

 

Instead, attract what you want by spending time thinking about: 

 

 

What you want. 

Why you want it. 

How it will make you FEEL. 

 

 

Your Prompt for Day 5: Allowing Money 

 

Part A 

 

Visualize all the ways money can flow freely to you. Do this for 

1-2 minutes and only visualize the positive. There are no limits to 

this visualization. There is no wrong way to do this. The goal is to 

place your focus on what you want and to feel good. 

 

 

Note: If you have a hard time seeing money coming your way, 

exaggerate the visualization. For example, see hundreds of 

dollar bills falling down from the sky or see and hear bing after 

bing of PayPal notifications flooding your phone. Maybe it sounds 

like the slot machines in the casino. Ding, ding, ding,… 

Exaggerating also helps you tap into abundance! 

 

 



 

Remember, the purpose of the visualization is to put your 

attention on what you want and to feel good right now. 

 

 

Part B 

 

Watch the Manifest Mini Money Miracles master class! 

 

 

And that’s it! 

 

 

I hope you’ve enjoyed the Manifest Money Now Program and 

the bonuses you’ll find below.  

 

 

If you have any questions or would like to share any wins or 

takeaways you’ve had during this program, please email me at 

nikki@mindfulmattersliving.com. I’d love to hear from you!  

 

 

You can also learn more about other services and programs I 

offer by visiting https://mindfulmattersliving.com. 
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